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Long Trough 

 

You Can Rest Assured To Buy Customized 

Cason® Long Trough From Us. 304 Stainless 

Steel Feed Long Trough Feeder With Double 

Sided Bolt-Down Edge, Each Section Is 8 Feet 

Long Use This Trough When Placement Requires 

Both Edges Of The Feed Trought To Be Secured 

To Flooring Field Weld Section Together. 

 

 

 

 

Product Description 

You are welcomed to come to our factory to buy the latest selling, low price, and 

high-quality Cason® Long Trough. It is a growing company that is constantly striving to 

improve its quality. We would like to work with you on a long-term basis. 

 

china Cason® Long Trough Manufacturers, Suppliers and Factory Called 

casonmetalproduct with Cheap Price 

 

Cason® 304 Stainless steel feed Long Trough feeder with double sided bolt-down edge, 

each section is 8 feet long use this trough when placement requires both edges of the 

feed trought to be secured to flooring field weld section together.In the past few years, our 

organization absorbed and digested state-of-the-art technologies equally at home and 

abroad. Meanwhile, our enterprise staffs a team of experts devoted towards the growth of 

OEM Manufacturer China Animal Feeder Stainless Steel Pig Feed Trough, We sincerely 

welcome abroad buyers to consult for that long-term cooperation plus the mutual 

advancement. OEM Manufacturer China Pig Feeding Trough, Feed Trough, During in 11 

years, We now have participated in more than 20 exhibitions, obtains the highest praise 

from each customer. Our company has been devoting that "customer first" and committed 

to helping customers expand their business, so that they become the Big Boss ! 

 

Long Trough Parameter (Specification)  

Size : Costumed Customed 

Packing way Pallet 
 

material Ss304 , 1.2- 1.5mm thickness 

warranty 2 years 
 

 

Long Trough Feature And Application  

SS304 stainless steel water long trough use for gestation crate or breading stall, also use 
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for swine Housing. Free standing trough for a variety of uses.Stainless steel feeder wall 

thickness 1.1- 1.5mmThe feeder easy assemble and easy to clean.Bolts onto the stall leg 

with pre- punched holes. 

 

Product Details  

 

These pictures can better help you understand Long Trough. 

 

Product Qualification  
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Deliver,Shipping And Serving  

The leadtime of Long Trough is 20days upon got your order. 

Payment: we could discuss together 

The shipping way: ocean 

 

FAQ  

1.Q:How far is your factory from the airport? 

A:It will take 15 minutes from our company to Airport and take one half houre from our 

company to seaport. 

 

2.Q:Do you provide sample, such us Long Trough? Free or charge? 

A:we offer one pcs sample for free. 

 

3.Q:What is your MOQ? 

A:Our MOQ is 10 pcs. 

 

4.Q:Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 
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A:We are Long Trough manufacturer. 

 

5.Q:How long is your delivery time? 

A:Our lead time is one month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


